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The following example demonstrates how to create a new Pure record for a journal article. See seperate guide for 
editing existing records.
Note: the options will differ for other research output types. The Open Access team can offer support and advice for adding other 
output types. 

You can log into your Pure profile at: 
https://risweb.st-andrews.ac.uk/admin/

To login, use your university username and password

For any queries about open access, contact: 
openaccess@st-andrews.ac.uk
For general Pure support queries, contact:
purelive@st-andrews.ac.uk 
For queries about Research Data, contact:
research-data@st-andrews.ac.uk

First choose the output type

Once you have logged in you will be taken to your Personal page within Pure. To create a new Pure record for a 
journal article, start by clicking either the + sign on the left hand menu when you hover over Research Output, or, 
press the green Add content button at the top right.  

The Choose submission screen will pop up and Research output should be automatically selected from the left 
hand menu, if not, click to select it, then choose Create from template, Contribution to journal and then Article (or 
select the appropriate template).

Your display within the pop-up will change to the Research output screen, where your first task is to indicate 
whether the article is peer-reviewed.
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Adding a publication: Overview

Add the title

Don’t forget to Save 

Select whether the paper has 
been peer-reviewed

Personal users will be 
prepopulated

This will automatically be set as 
personal users’ first affiliation

Click Add Journal and search for an 
existing title or click ‘Create new’ if it 
does not appear in the list of results

Andrew Other

Apr

Please add the full date of acceptance. 
This date must not be deleted.
More dates can be added by clicking 
Add publication status and date

School of Biology

School of Biology

Link the record to any relevant 
projects

Link the record to a 
corresponding dataset (if 
applicable)

Default visibility prior to
publication will be ‘Backend’.
Authors can choose to set as
‘Public’ if they wish

Status should be left at ‘For 
validation’

Upload the accepted author 
manuscript. 
Add the DOI (if known).

For more details see P4
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Click ‘Add electronic version(s) of this work’ to upload the accepted author manuscript

Please upload the accepted author manuscript, this is your version of the manuscript following peer-review 
and including any revisions of an academic nature.  Please do not upload proofs or final published versions.

Add electronic version(s)

Upload the accepted author manuscript

Select the Document version. 
Usually this should be set to 
‘Accepted author manuscript’

•	 Public access to file must be set 
•	 Set this to ‘Unknown’ 
•	 When this option is set to ‘Unknown’ the 

file will not be made public until the Open 
Access team has checked the publisher’s 
policy 

•	 Click ‘Create’ and accept the deposit licence

Add the DOI if known

Document version for DOI will default to 
‘Final published version’

For DOIs, set ‘Public access to file’ to ‘Unknown’  

Always click the Save button when done 
or all the changes will be lost

When editing existing records do not adjust file visibility, 
instead contact the Open Access team

Add DOI


